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Abstract

This study explores a teaching method for improving business students� skills in e-commerce page eval-

uation and making Web design majors aware of business content issues through cooperative learning. Two

groups of female students at a Japanese university studying either tourism or Web page design were
assigned tasks that required cooperation to investigate whether a minimum of formal training and interac-

tion between the two groups would result in an increase in the ‘‘design’’ students� awareness of content

issues in page design, and an improvement in the ‘‘tourism’’ students� ability to evaluate Web pages related

to tourism. The results showed only slight improvements, suggesting that either the amount of cooperative

learning must be increased or some formal instruction must be introduced.
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1. Introduction

Educators have responded to the explosive growth of the Internet by emphasizing the impor-
tance of computer or information literacy for all students. Beyond the basics, which hopefully stu-
dents learn before reaching college or university, students majoring in business should be able to
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evaluate commercial Web pages and Web design majors should know something about business
content. Unfortunately, many business majors do not study Web design and students specializing
in Web design may not have time for courses in business. This has contributed to the problem,
often mentioned in the literature, of the conflict between design and content in websites (e.g., Lo-
ban, 1998, p. 69; Nardini, Linden, Mayman, Reardon, & Shimp, 2002, p. 56). Further, it puts our
students at a disadvantage when they join the workforce. To solve this problem without overhaul-
ing the curriculum, we thought to make use of our students� existing Internet skills and the ad-
vanced ICT climate in Japan to improve business students� skills in e-commerce page
evaluation and at the same time to make Web design majors more aware of business content
issues.

This study was undertaken to see if encouraging cooperative learning between students major-
ing in Web design and students majoring in a business field would be sufficient, without specific
instruction or major additions to the course syllabi, (1) to make the design students more aware of
e-commerce content needs, and (2) to improve the business majors� Web page evaluation skills.
We were fortunate in having classes that suited our research purpose well: students in the ‘‘design’’
class were learning to become professional Web page designers. We used tourism as an example of
a business field; the students in the ‘‘tourism’’ class were studying the impact of the Internet on
tourism. We expected that at least some of the ‘‘design’’ students would seek a career in Web page
design and that some of the ‘‘tourism’’ students would become travel professionals whose duties
might include designing a travel-oriented website.

Specifically, we hoped to learn through this pilot study what kinds of data could be collected
and if that data would throw any light on issues such as these:

� How well the ‘‘design’’ students� evaluation criteria compared with those made by professionals.
� What differences there were between untrained (‘‘tourism’’) and trained (‘‘design’’) students in

evaluating Web pages.
� What effect interaction between the untrained and trained students would have on the former�s

ability to evaluate Web pages and the latter�s understanding of business content issues.

The focus in this study was on the effect of the interaction of two groups of students who had
received no instruction in the other group�s specialty. The ‘‘design’’ students were given no infor-
mation about the needs of the tourism business, and the ‘‘tourism’’ students were not taught di-
rectly principles of Web page evaluation.

We first review the existing literature on our topic and then describe the setting of our exper-
iment. After presenting and discussing the data, we conclude with a discussion of the significance
of our findings for educators teaching Web page design and e-commerce. We want to emphasize
at the outset that the research presented here is a pilot experiment with a small number of subjects
that did not permit analyses of validity and reliability.
2. Previous research

Much has been written about the design of websites from the human engineering, user interface,
training, business, and usability perspectives. Jakob Nielsen�s work is typical of this area; his
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books (Nielsen, 1999; Nielsen & Tahir, 2001; Nielsen, Molich, Snyder, & Farrel, 2001) and web-
sites (Æhttp://www.nngroup.comæ and Æhttp://www.useit.comæ) critique existing corporate Web
pages, describe usability studies, and provide numerous guidelines for making Web pages more
usable. Many other works such as Lynch and Horton (1999) and Spool et al. (1999) are available,
as well as extensive online sites such as Skaalid (1998); Oliver (2002) and even the US government
(Æhttp://usability.govæ). These guidelines cover design aspects such as readability, appearance, ease
of navigation and searching, accuracy and reliability, etc. Likewise, there is a large literature on
website evaluation from the information literacy perspective (see e.g., Alexander & Tate, 1999; for
bibliographies see Auer, 2003; Kilborn, 2002). In Japan, Ariga and Yoshida (1998) developed an
evaluation standard and checklist to read Web pages critically as teaching materials for a network
literacy course and then studied its effectiveness (Yoshida & Ariga, 1998). Sumi and Yotsuya
(2002) proposed a 20-item checklist based on a library classification system, concentrating on con-
tent reliability.

On the other hand, doubts have been raised about the quality of site evaluation guidelines. Bor-
ges, Morales, and Rodrı́guez (1998) criticized published Web page guidelines as ‘‘not supported
by formal experimentation’’ (p. 138); they praised the quality of Nielsen�s usability tests but
claimed that user testing is not a practical option for most Web page designers (p. 138). Scharl,
Bauer, Taudes, Natter, and Wöber (2002) reviewed previous studies of Web effectiveness, criticiz-
ing them as ‘‘based on the author�s own assumptions’’ (p. 2); Grose, Forsythe, and Ratner (1998,
p. 130) made a similar point. Ivory, Sinha, and Hearst (2001, p. 53; see also Sinha, Hearst, Ivory,
and Draisin, 2001) too stressed that existing Web page design guidelines have not been justified
with empirical evidence; further, Ivory and Hearst (2002) point out that ‘‘there is a wide gap be-
tween a heuristic. . . and the implementation of this advice. Furthermore, guidelines tend to con-
flict, and they offer the same advice for all types of websites, regardless of their purpose’’ (p. 56).
Gray and Salzman (1998) criticized severely the validity of studies that compared methods of
usability evaluation, claiming that because of flawed research, human-computer interface practi-
tioners have not been evaluating usability as effectively as they had thought. In many cases guide-
lines are derived from brainstorming and then selection by a panel of ‘‘experts,’’ not from formal
experiments. Doubts about the scientific validity of usability studies are confirmed by the wide
disparity in the number of guidelines reported in the literature; for example, some authorities
get by with only 15 guidelines (e.g., Jung & Butler, 2000, p. 170) while others need more than
100 (e.g., Ivory & Hearst, 2002, p. 57; Nielsen & Tahir, 2001), and Carton (2001) lists more that
600!

There have been attempts to base usability evaluations on rigorous theoretical constructs or
empirical data. Zhang and von Dran (2000) used Herzberg�s motivation theory; von Dran and
Zhang (2000) used Kano�s Quality Model. Scharl et al. (2002) and Jung and Butler (2000), among
others, made use of the Technology Acceptance Model. Pan and Fesenmaier (2002, 2003) used the
concept of semantic networks to study travel website usability while Doolin, Burgess, and Cooper
(2002) used the ‘‘extended Model of Internet Commerce Adoption’’ to evaluate ‘‘the relative
maturity of websites used in the tourism industry’’ (p. 557). Finally, Ivory, Sinha, and Hearst
(2001, p. 53; see also Sinha et al., 2001) experimented with statistical analysis based on output
from an automated usability analysis tool.

Several researchers have reported on the evaluation of tourism-related sites. Kim, Morrison,
and Mills (2002) evaluated the websites of first-tier convention centers according to ‘‘technical,
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marketing, internal, and customer critical success factors’’ (p. 507). Yeung and Law (2003) looked
at the usability of hotel websites in Hong Kong based on 24 usability criteria. Law, Leung, and
Au (2002) evaluated hotel reservation facilities, looking at desirable features and user-friendliness.
Tierney (2000) studied various methods of investigating the effectiveness of tourism promotion
sites and found that there is no reliable method for evaluating how effective such sites are because
the sample is inherently biased.

Finally, many other studies relate directly to our task. First, Agosto (2001, Literature review
and analysis) reported that ‘‘gender exerts a strong influence on young women�s website informa-
tion selection and evaluation.’’ Next, Spool, Scanlon, Schroeder, Snyder, and DeAngelo (1999,
pp. 20–21) pointed out the close relationship between content and navigation, arguing that a page
cannot be designed without considering the content. Fogg et al. (2002) found that in judging cred-
ibility ‘‘the average consumer paid far more attention to the superficial aspects of a site, such as
visual cues, than to its content’’ (p. 6); the ‘‘appeal of the overall visual design’’ was the largest
factor in evaluating credibility. Unfortunately, this finding is hard to reconcile with the evidence
presented by Sinha et al. (2001) that ‘‘visual design has the smallest contribution to overall site
experience’’ (Conclusions). For travel sites, customer service was much more important for estab-
lishing credibility than this aspect was for evaluating other kinds of sites (p. 81). Roy, Dewit, and
Aubert (2001) came to a similar conclusion, that ‘‘the general usability of a website has an impact
on the establishment of trust’’ (p. 13). Finally, concerning instruction in website evaluation, Col-
lings and Pearce (2002) describe a collaborative project in which website usability was studied
from both designer and user perspectives; their results raised some issues that appeared in our
study as well.

This survey of previous research has shown that while there is a large literature on and many
guidelines for Web page design, there also are many criticisms of the research and wide variations
in the guidelines, suggesting that as yet the field has produced few absolute standards other than
common-sense rules. Research on tourism industry-specific issues likewise has not reached a con-
sensus on what makes a tourism site effective. Finally, the literature on other aspects of commer-
cial Web page design, such as gender issues and the relationship of content to page design,
supports the conclusion that more research is needed.
3. Method and data collection

Both courses were held in the first semester of the 2003 school year; each met once a week
for 90 min over the 13 weeks of the semester. The ‘‘design’’ course�s objective was to teach
students how to create well-designed and well-formed Web pages. Before starting to make
Web pages, the students took three class sessions to make an original checklist to evaluate
web pages that function mainly to provide specific information. The ‘‘tourism’’ course was con-
ducted in English as a seminar in a computer lab; each class session consisted of: (1) discussion
of the assigned homework reading, and (2) project work at the computer. The course had two
objectives: to teach students some important cultural and technology issues affecting tourism,
and to improve their English skills. The first two projects had the students use Web travel sites
to plan tours; the aims were to show them the scope of tourism information on the Internet
and give them a sense of what sites and features were useful for travel planning. The third pro-
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ject, the subject of this experiment, occupied most of the last four class sessions but did not
require much preparation out of class.

Our study proceeded in five stages: (1) 14 students in a Web page design class were engaged in a
class project to study usability principles and generate a list of criteria for evaluating Web pages;
this project took three weeks. (2) The 25 ‘‘tourism’’ students, working in teams, chose a tourism
destination site and completed this assignment: ‘‘Compare the site you have chosen to other sites
of the same type and make a list of evaluation criteria. Consider all aspects of the website includ-
ing contents and design.’’ This was completed in one or two weeks. (3) These lists then were given
to the ‘‘design’’ students who, working in pairs or individually, commented on the ‘‘tourism’’ stu-
dents� evaluation criteria; this took less than one class session. Their comments were then given to
the ‘‘tourism’’ students.

(4) As soon as they completed step (2), and before receiving the feedback from the ‘‘design’’
students, the teams in the ‘‘tourism’’ course were given a 34-item evaluation checklist developed
by Ariga and Yoshida (2002); we chose this checklist primarily because it was available in Japa-
nese but also because, as shown below, it provides a comprehensive coverage of the main areas of
Web page design. The students completed this assignment: ‘‘Study the checklist for Web page
evaluation. Decide which criteria will be useful for your project and add any others that you
need.’’ Because we wanted to know how well untrained students could evaluate a site, the ‘‘tour-
ism’’ instructor did not go over the contents of the checklist, although he did answer the occa-
sional question. (5) The ‘‘tourism’’ students were given the ‘‘design’’ students� feedback (stage
3) and were instructed to evaluate their chosen site using the checklist and the feedback they
had received. This site evaluation served as their third written project of the semester. Steps (4)
and (5) overlapped in that because of absences and other delays, the ‘‘tourism’’ students started
working on the site evaluation before they got the feedback on the checklists they had made.

These five stages produced five sets of data:

1. The ‘‘design’’ students� list of 70 evaluation criteria divided into 13 categories.
2. The ‘‘tourism’’ students� 10 usable sets of criteria, ranging from about 10 items to 30 items.
3. The ‘‘design’’ students� written comments on the ‘‘tourism’’ students� criteria.
4. The ‘‘tourism’’ students� 10 marked copies of the Ariga & Yoshida checklist.
5. The ‘‘tourism’’ students� final papers.
4. Analysis and discussion

4.1. ‘‘Design’’ students checklist

The 14 students in this class had already learned how to create Web pages and were interested
in designing Web pages. They were asked to produce items that they thought were important to
evaluate Web design. They originally produced 105 items. Students then discussed the adequacy
of these items and categorized them. In this process they combined overlapping items and added
missing ones, finally producing a list of 70 items in 13 categories (Table 1). We compared this list
to the one developed by Zhang and von Dran (2000), which was based on their theoretical



Table 1

‘‘Design’’ students� checklist for evaluating Web pages

Contents Are objectives and intended users clear?

Is the length of page titles appropriate?

Are there pages under construction?

Are titles for items on pages appropriate?

Is the date of update given?

Is the language understandable by intended users?

Are the contents suitable for the page�s purpose?

Author/Publisher Is there information to make contact with authors or publisher?

Is the author�s background given?

Text Are any characters used that depend on a specific OS?

Is the character set described by a META tag?

Can users change the size of characters?

Are there typographical errors?

Is text information properly paragraphed?

Do appropriate titles separate sections clearly?

Graphics Is there an alternative text for each inline image?

Are there unnecessary graphics?

Do graphics contribute positively to the page�s purpose?

Is the size of image files too big?

Sound Can the user stop the sound from playing?

Are there appropriate annotations for the sound?

Program Do animations and interactive elements work effectively?

� Message boxes

� Flash animations

� CGI

� Java Scripts

� Java Applets

Do Java Scripts execute properly?

Is the HTML code well-formed?

Links Visual appeal Are link colors and/or link graphics clear?

Are the ways to navigate inside a site clear?

External links Are links to external pages clearly marked as such?

Do external pages display in the same browser window or in a newly

opened window according to the contents?

Are the contents of external links explained clearly?

Can users easily recognize that they are looking at an external page?

Usability Are any links dead?

Does the text of each link correspond to the contents of the page or section

that the link leads to?

Are there unnecessary links?

Is there a way back to the top page from wherever the user is?

Is the method of movement between pages (link or button) clear?

Can users easily move from one page to another page?

Are index or menu pages well-structured?

Can users easily find what they want?
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Table 1 (continued)

Are navigation operations consistent through the site?

Can users know easily where they are?

Page size/scroll Does the entire page width display without the need for horizontal

scrolling even when using a low resolution monitor (640 · 480)?

Is scrollbar use deactivated even when this is not necessary?

Has the download time been minimized for slow networks?

Can the user change the size of a browser window?

Is the page length too long?

Visual effect Is there sufficient white space for legibility?

Are scrollbar colors easily recognizable?

Is the font size easy to read?

Are appropriate colors used for background and foreground?

Does the shape of the mouse cursor change? If ‘‘yes,’’ is the pointing

position clear?

Is the page layout disordered by changing the font size?

Is the page layout consistent through the site?

Are the graphics and colors used suitable for the contents?

Environment independency Does the character size become unsuitable depending on the kind of

browser?

Is the page layout disordered depending on the kind of browser?

Do pages display properly with any OS and browser?

Are any browser-dependent HTML tags used?

Do pages load within 10 s (this is the limit that users will wait) regardless

of network speed?

Manners Are there violations of portrait rights?

Are there copyright violations?

Are quotations cited clearly?

Is there a provision against illegal or obscene writing on the site�s bulletin

board?

Are there forbidden links?

Privacy Is personal information secure?

Is personal information protected?

Is the privacy policy stated?

Does the page require the input of personal information unnecessarily?

Advertisements Is there too much advertising?

Does an advertising site display every time the enter key is pushed?

Does advertising display every time a page is loaded?
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approach to establishing a model for Web page design and evaluation. Their checklist has 12 cat-
egories but only 44 items in comparison to the 70 mentioned by the ‘‘design’’ students.

We could not compare directly the categories on these two lists because the principle of cate-
gorization was different. For example, Zhang and von Dran�s ‘‘Navigation’’ category corre-
sponded to our students� ‘‘Links’’ category; on the other hand, their ‘‘Visual appearance’’
category included two of our categories, ‘‘Graphics’’ and ‘‘Visual effects.’’ Instead, we prescribed
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seven common features that affect Web page design to establish a basis for comparison (Table 2).
Then each item on both lists was assigned to one of these seven features. Table 3 shows the num-
ber of items and the percentage for each common design feature.

This comparison shows that the ‘‘design’’ students� checklist had the following characteristics:

(1) A large percentage of items on the students� checklist was related to ‘‘Accessibility,’’ ‘‘Site
Structure,’’ and ‘‘Typography’’ as compared with Zhang and von Dran�s. The total percent-
age of these three categories was 58.6% on our checklist compared to only 34% on Zhang and
von Dran�s. This suggested that students frequently encountered difficulty and inconvenience
when they surfed websites. For example, some sites can not display their contents on a certain
platform or browser version, cannot execute scripts properly, or present unexpected
responses. Because the students had many complaints about usability, accessibility, and visual
appearance, they gave weight to these items.

(2) The ‘‘Contents’’ category in Zhang and von Dran�s checklist accounted for a third in contrast
with the ‘‘design’’ students� checklist. Students studying Web design may believe that the con-
tents of a website should be left to the site owners or publishers as long as the minimum pub-
Table 2

Common design features for comparison

Features Related to:

Contents Useful and sufficient contents

Comprehensiveness, accuracy, adequacy for intended users

Typography Typeface, page layout, color, design consistency

Site structure Organization of information, navigation support

Accessibility Awareness of needs of impaired population

Regard for browser versions, hardware platforms, network speed

Medium use Appropriate use of interactivity, multimedia movement, application program, sound, video

Privacy/security No breach of individual rights, protection against criminal acts

Appeal Provisions to make users feel comfort and enjoyment

Table 3

Comparison of ‘‘design’’ students� checklist items with Zhang and von Dran (2000)

‘‘Design’’ students Zhang & von Dran

Contents 9 12.9% 16 36.4%

Typography 13 18.6% 6 13.6%

Site structure 13 18.6% 7 15.9%

Accessibility 15 21.4% 2 4.5%

Medium use 5 7.1% 3 6.8%

Privacy/security 9 12.9% 4 9.1%

Appeal 0 0.0% 4 9.1%

Othersa 6 8.6% 2 4.5%

Total 70 44

a ‘‘Design’’ students� list: advertisements, readable HTML files, sound; Zhang & von Dran�s list: ethics, biased

information.
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lication data (author�s name, etc.) are present. The main reason why the number of items
related to ‘‘Contents’’ was large on Zhang and von Dran�s checklist is that this checklist
had specific items concerning accuracy, propriety, adequacy of detail level, relevance, site cov-
erage, and so on.

(3) The students� checklist had items regarding advertisements, meaning not only product infor-
mation on commercial sites but also banners on free Web servers. Websites on a free Web
server are forced automatically to display advertisements. Every time users press the enter
key or reload a page, a free Web server displays advertising on the page or in a newly opened
window. Students understood the reasons for using a free Web server, especially for personal
sites. At the same time, they considered that irritating advertising affects the quality of Web
pages adversely, although the pages themselves got good results for the other items on the
checklist.

(4) On the other hand, the students� checklist did not have items regarding gender or racial
biases. This does not mean that the students were unaware of biased information. They
understood that such kinds of information are not appropriate for published Web pages.
However, gender or racial biases are general matters not specific to the Web so they did
not list items regarding gender or racial biases in their checklist.

We intended to make students conscious of the user�s viewpoint by constructing a checklist.
Students tend to overuse techniques that they have just learned. Without any instruction, they
produced evaluation criteria from the viewpoint of a user who always complains of Web
pages. From the above comparison, we could say that the ‘‘design’’ students were concerned
with organizing and designing Web pages rather than with the contents. Most of their com-
plaints were concerned with the former. Especially, they were sensitive to defects in ‘‘Accessi-
bility,’’ ‘‘Site structure,’’ and ‘‘Typography,’’ which took up a large percentage on their
checklist. These defects can be solved if deliberate consideration is taken when Web pages are
designed. The ‘‘design’’ students understood in this way the importance of the Web designer�s
role.

4.2. ‘‘Tourism’’ students� criteria

The second set of data is the 10 usable sets of criteria written by the untrained users, the ‘‘tour-
ism’’ students, who received no formal training in evaluation. We made an effort to equate their
criteria with items on the Ariga and Yoshida checklist; the number of teams (out of 10) that chose
a particular item is shown in Table 4, Column A, although the correspondence between the items
on the checklist and what the students wrote is very rough in some cases. Further, they mentioned
many items that could not easily be fit into one of the checklist�s criteria; these items included two
design categories: font type, size, and color, and page length and scrolling; all other items con-
cerned content.

We made the following generalizations about these criteria. First, in contrast to the ‘‘design’’
students, the ‘‘tourism’’ students were very much concerned with content specific to tourism des-
tination sites; they asked about maps, access routes, times of operation, types of food service,
views of room types, admission and accommodation charges, information about handicapped ac-
cess, etc. Of the total number of criteria listed by the ‘‘tourism’’ students� teams (163), 90 or 55%



Table 4

Tourism students� selections from the ‘‘Checklist for reading Web pages critically’’ (Ariga and Yoshida, 2002)

Aa Bb Cc

Environment 1.1 Title 8 1

1.2 Outline of contents on top page 3 6 4

1.3 Audience 2 1

1.4 Purpose 3 1

1.5 Author�s original work 1

Source 2.1 Originating organization 6 3

2.2 Author information 2 5

2.3 If no author information, can you evaluate his/her expertise? 1 1

2.4 Author contact possible 4 7 7

2.5 Comment to author possible 7 4

Contents 3.1 Date 8 4

3.2 Rate of updating 7 6

3.3 Headers easy to understand 8 1

3.4 Paragraph length suitable 2 7 4

3.5 Sentence length suitable 4 2

3.6 Appropriate language 6 9 4

3.7 Correct language 4

3.8 Understandable without graphics 5

3.9 Appropriate use of links 3 5 1

3.10 External links clear 4 2 3

3.11 Dead links 3

Design and organization 4.1 Audio and visuals supplement information 7 8 8

4.2 Graphics pages necessary 7 5

4.3 Interactive pages necessary 1 2

4.4 Navigation between pages 3 9 5

4.5 Information arrangement 5 8 4

4.6 Search possible 2 5 3

Environment 5.1 OS 0 1

5.2 Browser 1 1

5.3 Access method 1 1

5.4 Access speed 1 3

5.5 Requires special environment 1

User�s viewpoint 6.1 Text style 2

6.2 Design 7 4 9

6.3 Overall evaluation 3 4

Aggregate total of team choices 47 157 96

Total number of criteria chosen 12 34 28

a Column A: Number of ‘‘tourism’’ students� teams that chose the named criterion originally.
b Column B: Number of ‘‘tourism’’ students� teams marking as important the named criterion on the checklist.
c Column C: Number of ‘‘tourism’’ students� teams that used the named criterion in their final site evaluation.
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concerned content in some form. Second, they expected to see certain features relevant to tourism,
such as virtual tours, a calendar function for making plans and reservations, links to weather and
currency rate sites, and the availability of online-only discounts. Third, there was less concern
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with general design features, although they did mention things like the functionality of the top
page, font size and color, page length and scrolling, etc. One team mentioned compatibility with
access by cell phone. Other concerns expressed by several teams were: presence of FAQs; appro-
priate language in the sense that English was available for non-Japanese users and the Japanese
syllabic script (kana) was available for children; clear internal navigation; useful external links;
visuals, including maps, that supplemented the text; etc.

It is natural that the ‘‘tourism’’ students, who had been looking at destination sites all semester
and making use of them for two previous exercises in planning travel itineraries, were aware of the
contents that they would need as tourists or as travel planners. Not having been taught about
website design, they either were not aware of or did not realize the importance of many criteria
that critical Web page readers and designers emphasize. Column A in Table 4 shows the follow-
ing: first, of the 35 criteria on the checklist, the untrained students listed criteria corresponding to
only 12 of these items. Further, most of their criteria are not specific to Web pages; they apply
equally to printed brochures. For example, the concern for good design, appropriate language,
and author contact are all necessary criteria for print materials. Only a few items, such as the
use of links or the functionality of the top page, are exclusively Web criteria. This data suggests
that these students were not particularly knowledgeable about criteria specific to the Internet
environment.

This suggestion is confirmed by the data in Column B of Table 4. Once given the checklist, stu-
dents thought that many of the criteria were important; five or more teams chose 17 (out of 35)
and 34 out of the 35 criteria were chosen by at least one team. Unfortunately, we cannot take this
data at face value because we do not know how well the students understood the meaning of each
item. It is encouraging that hardly anyone chose ‘‘environment’’ criteria because those were not
relevant in this case. It is also encouraging that most of the items that were popular in the stu-
dents� original criteria were also chosen on the checklist: concern for the functionality of the
top page (1.2); author contact (2.4); appropriate language (3.6); etc. There are only two cases
in which the number in Column B is less than in A. Concerning ‘‘external links’’ (3.10), this seems
to be an oversight on the part of two teams, who did write ‘‘there are links’’ or ‘‘link for referring’’
[sic] in their sets of criteria. Concerning ‘‘design’’ (6.2), possibly some students did not recognize in
this their more elaborate design criteria.

4.3. The ‘‘design’’ students’ comments on the ‘‘tourism’’ students’ criteria

One of the ‘‘design’’ students wrote that most of the evaluation criteria on the list she reviewed
were related to theme park facilities and that the list lacked items related to Web page features
themselves. The ‘‘tourism’’ students listed items asking whether there is information about shops,
restaurants, car parking, and so on. The ‘‘design’’ students commented that such items are too
specific and could be summarized in one criterion such as ‘‘Is there sufficient information required
by the page�s purpose?’’

The ‘‘tourism’’ students� task was to make a list of evaluation criteria for tourism Web pages, so
their lists are specialized for the tourism area. On the other hand, the ‘‘design’’ students used general
Web evaluation criteria for their lists that were not specific to tourism Web pages. The ‘‘tourism’’
students considered not only problems of Web pages, but also organizational problems of facilities.
For example, it is not an evaluation criterion of Web pages whether there are ‘‘Internet-only’’ special
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offers; it is a matter of business/commercial strategy. The ‘‘tourism’’ students were looking beyond
the Web pages and were applying a broader business viewpoint.

The ‘‘tourism’’ students also pointed out aspects of visual design. For example, their checklist
items ask whether the color or font size is proper or not. The ‘‘design’’ students� comments con-
centrated on the expression ‘‘proper’’ as in ‘‘What color combination or font size is proper?’’ They
required more specific criteria.

4.4. The ‘‘tourism’’ students� use of evaluation criteria in their final papers

The criteria from the checklist that the ‘‘tourism’’ students used in their final evaluations of the
destination websites they had chosen are listed in Column C of Table 4. These numbers show
clearly that study of the checklist and the comments made by the ‘‘design’’ students had some ef-
fect on their evaluations, but also that the effect was not nearly enough. Compared to the 12 items
students thought of before they saw the checklist or got feedback (Column A), the 28 items stu-
dents actually made use of in their final evaluation (Column C) is a big improvement. For exam-
ple, students did not think of evaluation criteria related to purpose, author information, date and
updating, etc. when they started this project; exposure to the checklist and the ‘‘design’’ students�
feedback suggested to some students that these points were important.

On the other hand, providing the checklist and the comments was not nearly as effective as we
had hoped. Even though students recognized the importance of most of the checklist items in the
abstract, as shown in Column B of Table 4, when actually doing an evaluation they did not make
sufficient use of these criteria (Column C). The numbers speak for themselves: of the 35 items on
the checklist, 34 items were chosen by at least one team in the fourth stage of the project; the total
number of choices came to 157 (Column B). However, when the ‘‘tourism’’ students wrote their
final evaluations, only 28 items were used by even one team (Column C), and the total number
dropped to 96. In an extreme case, although one team specifically mentioned that their evaluation
was based on the checklist, in fact they used only two criteria out of the 35 on the checklist!
5. Conclusion

This research was a pilot experiment with a small number of subjects, so it would be premature
to draw firm conclusions. We have shown that the method we employed does yield usable and
interesting data that can help us teach students to become more critical users and builders of web-
sites; on the other hand, the difficulty we had collating different sets of criteria and categorizing
student-generated criteria suggests that the evaluation instruments must be improved. Concerning
the issues mentioned at the beginning of the paper, our results showed important differences be-
tween trained students� evaluation criteria and those made by professionals, particularly concern-
ing the weight given to contents. We also found important if not unexpected differences between
the ‘‘design’’ and ‘‘tourism’’ students resulting from the level of training each group had received
and also from their perspective as Web page designers or consumers. Finally, we found that the
level of cooperative learning between students majoring in Web design and students majoring in a
business field described above was not sufficient by itself, i.e., without teacher intervention, to im-
prove significantly either the ‘‘design’’ students� awareness of content issues or the ‘‘tourism’’ stu-
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dents� Web page evaluation skills. Simple exposure to a checklist and even specific feedback from
students studying Web design did not give the ‘‘tourism’’ students the ability to evaluate Web
pages critically. On the other hand, we found that the ‘‘design’’ students became somewhat more
aware of content issues while the ‘‘tourism’’ students become somewhat more sensitive to the
importance of Web page design evaluation.

These results, although disappointing, do not mean that we have no choice but drastic curric-
ulum reform and faculty retraining. The activity described in this paper was done only once, and
in a comparatively short time. It may be that devoting even one business class to formal instruc-
tion in Web page design principles and facilitating only a little more cooperation between them
and Web design students may be enough to redress the problems we found in both groups.
For example, for the next iteration of the tourism course, we plan a preliminary exercise lasting
one class session to give the ‘‘tourism’’ students a better sense of Web page design and the ‘‘de-
sign’’ students a sense of tourism content considerations. Students in both classes will study cri-
tiques of previous versions of the Travelocity website by Nielsen and Tahir (2001, pp. 274–279)
and Carton (2002) and then look at the present Travelocity site (http://www.travelocity.com) to
see what changes have been made and consider the reasons for those changes.

It may be that in the end this type of cooperative learning and reliance on undergraduates� pas-
sive information literacy skills and supposed sophistication with the Internet may not be sufficient,
and formal training in e-commerce Web page evaluation and business content issues may have to
be added to already overcrowded curricula. On the other hand, our results suggest that exercises
such as the one described in this paper may be a valuable alternative because the amount of inter-
vention and instruction required for satisfactory results may not be very much more than in this
first experiment. Concerned faculty in Web page design and business content must work together
to find the most effective and efficient instructional balance.
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